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Mammy–memory: Staging Joice Heth, or the curious phenomenon

of the ‘‘ancient negress’’

Uri McMillan*

Department of English, University of California, Los Angeles

This essay examines the theatrical spectacle – and vexed legacy – of Joice
Heth, an elderly and severely disabled black female performer whose role
play as a putative ancient negress garnered her brief acclaim. Specifically, in
1835, P.T. Barnum fraudulently staged Heth as George Washington’s 161-
year-old nursemaid in New York (and elsewhere) until her death in 1836. I
discuss these elusive somatic acts through, first, the careful scripting of
Heth within freak-show dramaturgy and a uniquely fictionalized national
past. I argue that through Heth’s mythic impersonation as a black female
surrogate for a collective American memory, we come to see how the latter
was as much a tenuous and rehearsed fiction as her corporeal stagings. In
the second half of this article, I approach the quagmire of Heth’s free will
vis-à-vis her brute objectification through the emergence in the archive of
her vocal resistance, a disruptive sound I call a ‘‘sonic of dissent.’’
Ultimately, the spectral traces of Joice Heth’s performances as an ancient
negress intimate the longing for a black maternal national memory.

Keywords: Joice Heth; black performance; mammy; freak show; America;
myth; sonic dissent

Introduction: Black magic

The elderly, black, female body on display seemed fraudulent to at least one
spectator of nineteenth-century black performance. On 15 August 1835, a reporter
for a newspaper in Baltimore, Maryland, expressed his thoughts to the readers upon
viewing the exhibit of Joice Heth, ‘‘this relic of a former age’’ purporting her age to
be ‘‘upwards of one hundred and sixty-one.’’ The peculiar appearance of Heth’s
decrepit body was detailed at length for curious antebellum readers, such as her feet
‘‘shrunk to mere skin and bone’’ or her ‘‘long and attenuated fingers [that] more
resemble the claws of a bird of prey than human appendages.’’ Yet, despite the
physical appearance of this ‘‘blind’’ and ‘‘animated mummy’’ who must have
‘‘actually lived considerably more than a century,’’ the reporter did not seem entirely
convinced that the woman exhibited was truthful about who she was: ‘‘we are not
prepared to say that all doubt is removed upon touching the amazing protraction of
existence assigned to her.’’ Nevertheless, the reporter conceded to Baltimore literary
audiences that, despite his ambivalence about ‘‘whether or not she be the original
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Joice Heth,’’ the sheer spectacle of viewing Heth’s decayed animal-like body ‘‘amply

compensates the time and cost of a visit’’ (Anonymous 1835b, 2).
This article considers the spectacular phenomenon of Joice Heth, an elderly black

female slave fraudulently staged as 161-year-old ‘‘Joice Heth, George Washington’s

nursemaid.’’ Amidst the duplicitous ‘‘confidence men’’ and cosmetic disguises of

‘‘painted women’’ urban denizens in 1830’s America were warned of lurked the

spectacle of Heth’s exhibit, which toured across the north-east United States from

August 1835 until Heth’s death in February 1836.1 Heth, a slave in Kentucky when

‘‘discovered,’’ identified herself as deceased first president George Washington’s

nursemaid, her publicity often quoting her exclamation ‘‘I raised him!’’ When Heth

was displayed in Philadelphia’s Masonic Hall to little fanfare, Phineas T. Barnum

(then a 25-year-old white male from Bridgeport, Connecticut) purchased the rights to

exhibit Heth for $1000. Quickly realizing the potential for profit, Barnum made a

deal to have Heth exhibited in Niblo’s Garden, a large ‘‘pleasure garden’’ limited to

white patrons only that took up the entire city block at Broadway and Prince streets

in downtown New York (Reiss 2001, 30). Middle-class visitors to this scenic site –

where admission fee privileges included service by a retinue of black waiters and

access to a theater, as well as a saloon, featuring contortionists and opera singers –

were charged an additional 25 cents admission fee (12½ cents for children) to witness

Heth in one of the separate viewing areas.2 In this space, Heth’s performances

enacted a type of racial and temporal phantasmagoria, as spectators repeatedly

interpreted her incredibly aged black body not only as proof of extreme old age, but

also as the fantastic embodiment of a particularly romanticized version of a majestic

national past.
The success of this initial exhibit prompted a seven-month tour in numerous cities

across the north-eastern United States including Boston, New Haven, Providence,

and repeat trips to sites in New York City (Reiss 1999, 80). Heth died on 19 February

1836, her body delivered by a horse-drawn sleigh to Barnum’s boarding house (Reiss

2001, 126). A week later, a public (and carefully orchestrated) autopsy was staged in

the amphitheater of the City Saloon on Broadway in New York City, where amidst

1500 spectators charged 50 cents for admission, anatomist Dr David L. Rogers

concluded that Heth’s heart was not ossified enough to be the age she claimed;

instead, he concluded, Heth could be no more than 80 years of age (Reiss 2001, 135).

In life and death, as a coerced performer and an inanimate object, Heth’s disfigured

body was prodded, laughed at, displayed, discredited, dissected, and ultimately

disposed of.
In this article, I argue that Heth’s role playing as a putative ‘‘ancient negress’’ was

intrinsically linked to particular conceptualizations of the past and national memory

that were quintessentially American and, in themselves, performed. Heth’s specific

fundamental appeal to nineteenth-century audiences was her performative substitu-

tion for the absent personage of George Washington, ‘‘who was destined . . . to lead

our heroic fathers on to glory, to victory, and to freedom,’’ as quoted in her

ostensible autobiography (Anonymous 1835f, 4). I argue below that Heth’s daily

rehearsals before heterogeneous audiences as an embodied black maternal surrogate

for a collective American memory, or what I term ‘‘mammy–memory,’’ were in
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fact performances. Likewise, I interpret Heth as a performer, and an adept one at

that. Yet, if Heth was a social actor who manipulated her disabled and disfigured

physical body to perform ersatz dramas of national memory, the American past she

ostensibly embodied was itself an imaginary mimesis. After all, neither she nor her

audiences were old enough to experience, and therefore verify, the events

Heth claimed to participate in. Thus, as twice-removed spectators in the

contemporary moment – separated once by time and twice by a necessary reliance

on the voices of others – Heth’s performances enable us to witness something very

particular: the nascent formation of an American identity and the curious ways in

which Heth’s wizened corporeality was tethered to that development. Paradoxically,

the myth of the nation was stabilized by yet another fiction: the mythical avatar that

Heth deployed and animated. Heth’s dramaturgical enactment of extreme old age

and a shared national past was suggestive of the very processes by which an

indisputable American heritage was constructed and scripted, or the manner in

which ‘‘the nation could transform its sordid and messy heritage into an ever more

robust version of its foundational myth’’ (Nyong’o 2009, 5). In what follows below,

then, I analyze Heth’s performances to elucidate the manifold ways Heth’s

corporeality was manipulated as a fleshy conduit to stabilize that myth (and

others) and, in doing so, enabled these same white spectators to conceive of

themselves as viable members of the ‘‘imagined community’’ of the nation

(Anderson 1983).
Furthermore, Heth’s rapidly decaying somatic form was wielded – both by her as

well as others – as a protean vector of representation. She was perceived as a material

trace of American memory, but also as corporeal evidence of racial difference and

freakishness. I belabor the attentive scripting of discursive frames such as these upon

Heth’s physicality, as well as the limits of her compliance with these scripts, to make

explicit the complex ideological work Heth executed for mid-nineteenth-century

white spectators. However, I also do this to stress that Heth’s performing body itself

was the object of analysis, or a pliable surface form capable of eliciting panoplies of

cultural meanings. After all, Heth was not simply performing a rehearsed role;

rather, her aged body was the very proverbial script audiences were instructed to

‘‘read.’’
Methodologically, I utilize performance theory below as my primary theoretical

framework in my consideration of modes of performance as the principal means

through which Heth’s disabled and shriveled body was rendered and interpreted as a

layered corporeal topography. In particular, my approach mirrors recent arguments

in the burgeoning field of black performance studies that offer formative ways to

reorient performance theory to focus on how black social actors wield physicality

itself as a site of discursive production.3 This scholarship cautions us to pay attention

to the ‘‘materiality and facticity’’ of black subjects’ bodies, whether morphed and

staged by themselves or made to perform by others (Young 2010, 38). Moreover, by

considering Heth as a bona fide performer, one who wielded deception as well as the

instrumentality of her body (even at the site of her repeated subjection), I position

her in dialogue with other black historical figures who made theatrical careers out of

performing hyperbolic roles, including not only white negroes and ostensible
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‘‘missing links,’’4 but also other ‘‘ancient negresses.’’5 While the performative
‘‘high-stakes games with diverse forms of fraudulence’’ these actors adroitly executed
‘‘are less familiar to many,’’ I interpret Heth’s complex bodily maneuvers as
indicative of what Daphne Brooks limns as ‘‘black female performance work under
duress in the antebellum era’’ (Brooks 2006, 375, 156). If it seems counter-intuitive to
argue that Heth was simultaneously an adept actress and a forced performer, I
caution that it is precisely in the interstices of this murky dialectic that Heth as a
historical subject is situated, existing simultaneously as a well-rehearsed performer, a
tactile object of display, and a commodity owned by her ostensible master P.T.
Barnum.

This article is divided into two sections to signal and trace the means by which
different sets of discourses were staged, located, and made to ostensibly body forth
through Heth’s elderly black female body and the role of Heth’s agency in these
performances. In particular, in the first half of the article, I discuss how the
mechanics of freak-show dramaturgy were manipulated and applied to Heth in order
to position her as a corporeal ‘‘other’’ even while she was configured as a key player
in a quintessentially American narrative. Meanwhile, in the second half, I take on the
complex question of Heth’s free will and possible resistance to her role in these
performances by focusing on an unusual vocal articulation of her refusal to fully
comply, recorded in a medical journal. Through both sections, I attempt to again
reveal the multiple ideological stakes and scripts inherent in these uniquely American
performances.

What follows next, then, is an inquiry into the dark arts of deception Joice Heth
and her handlers employed, specifically the carefully calibrated set of discursive
frameworks and tangible props shaped, stretched, and sustained in order to
transmogrify an aged, partially paralysed, and blind black female slave into a
popular and profitable icon of Americana writ large.

How to do things with freaks

The tremendous success of the dramatic phenomenon publicized as ‘‘Joice Heth, the
nursemaid of George Washington’’ depended on an adherence to a set of rigid stage
codes and a manipulation of an assemblage of ideological discourses. If slave
narratives, as a recognized and reputable literary form, required former slaves-cum-
writers to properly execute ‘‘generic conventions’’ and utilize a ‘‘particular form
already familiar to readers,’’ likewise, the need for an aesthetic form that would
properly ‘‘frame’’ these performances for white urban spectators was of paramount
concern (Browder 2000, 20–1, 20). This didactic manipulation was critical: by
providing an a priori interpretative structure, Barnum (in some form of collabora-
tion with Heth) could attempt to aggressively control, or at least partially shape, the
highly charged emotive responses provoked by sensory observation of Heth’s aged
body-in-performance. The fervent response of one witness, for instance, attested to
the zeal elicited by these performances, this spectator remarking that upon viewing
Heth ‘‘the mind was carried away by an intensity of interest, which no other object of
curiosity has created in our breast’’(Anonymous 1835d, 3). The freak show, a
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legitimate theatrical form by the mid-nineteenth century, harnessed this acute

concentration of inquisitiveness generated by Heth’s performances and molded it

into particular cultural meanings.
The display (and often-forced performances) of lusus naturae (or ‘‘freaks of

nature’’) since medieval times, took on a particular valence in the nineteenth century,

as the freak show became the primary venue through which to view corporeal

difference (Thomson 1996, 4). Sociologist Robert Bogdan has argued that this shift

was the product of a transition from independent exhibits of human oddities to

eventually a burgeoning enterprise of freak shows and later dime museums and

circuses that was ‘‘institutionalized as part of an increasingly complex urbanizing

America’’ (Bogdan 1988, 30–1). The culmination of this shift was the debut of P.T.

Barnum’s American Museum in 1841, on the corner of Ann and Broadway streets in

New York City, across the street from the esteemed Astor House hotel (Bogdan

1988, 32). These arenas were key spatial sites: as popular and accessible public venues

for somatic spectacles, they index how exhibitions of putative ‘‘freaks’’ – a

remarkably elastic category that included microcephalics, conjoined twins, ‘‘white

negroes,’’ and later Circassian women – became intrinsic parts of national urban

rituals of spectatorship.6

Joice Heth’s performances became legible as ‘‘freak shows’’ due to their dual

borrowing and strategic manipulation of quintessential freak-show dramaturgical

conventions. Specifically, Rosemarie Garland Thomson argues that there were four

narrative components that were crucial to the staging of the freaks within the

‘‘formalized space of shows, museums, fairs, and circuses:’’ 1) the ‘‘oral spiel’’ or

‘‘lecture’’ delivered by the showman, 2) ‘‘fabricated textual accounts,’’ such as ‘‘long

pamphlets’’ or ‘‘newspaper advertisements,’’ 3) the ‘‘costuming, choreography, and

performance’’ inherent in ‘‘staging,’’ and 4) the ‘‘drawings or photographs’’

illustrating a ‘‘visual image of staged freakishness’’ (Thomson 1996, 7). I discuss

below how Heth’s performances were staged with the aid of the first three of these

narrative techniques in rather creative (and occasionally quite provocative) ways,

while also moving beyond them and adding an additional scripted affiliation with a

national past.7

Specifically, Heth’s exhibits exploited various sensorial tactics that enabled white

middle-class audiences to view and participate in a variety of innocuous scenes that

seemingly confirmed the ‘‘truth’’ of her extreme old age, or longevity. Heth, for

instance, usually rested on a bed during her exhibits and traveled in the same manner

(Anonymous 1835c, 2). This particular component of the performances was

necessary, considering Heth’s multiple disabilities, but also served as a convincing

prop in framing Heth as a particularly feeble subject due to her utterly fantastic

extreme old age. Spectators, meanwhile, could observe Heth smoking her pipe,

singing hymns (some of which she claimed to have sung to an infantile George

Washington), and even – in a disturbingly ethnographic turn – watch her eating

(Anonymous 1835a, 3). One observer’s detailed comments, for instance, indicate just

how fascinated audiences were with her gastronomical habits: ‘‘One long tusk is seen

in her mouth. She enjoys her food with a gusto . . . [she] is nothing but skin and

bones . . . [and] lies constantly eating and smoking her pipe (ibid.). In addition, Heth’s
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body was covered in ‘‘fine blankets,’’ according to another eyewitness account, while

she was ‘‘plied with small and comforting drinks and a pipe’’ (Dixon 1850, 58).
Meanwhile, the specific textual props employed by Heth’s exhibitors augmented

Heth’s freakishness but did so within the confines of a fictionalized national past,

itself a dramatic narrative device in these performances. Specifically, the factuality of

Heth’s exhibits were predicated on a bill of sale dated 5 February 1727 that showed

transfer of ownership of Heth from Augustine Washington (George Washington’s

father) to Elizabeth Atwood (who was both a relative of the Washington family and

neighbor) for the price of £33 when Heth was the age of 54 (Anonymous 1835f, 4). If

several eyewitness accounts make note of the fact that ‘‘a certified copy of the bill of

sale is exhibited’’ during the tightly scripted proceedings, the reading of the bill of

sale was also an integral part of each performance, usually read immediately after

another fabricated document of authenticity: Heth’s putative life narrative

(Anonymous 1835g).8 This 12-page pamphlet, parts of which were reprinted in

newspapers as forms of promotion, prominently featured the details of the bill of

sale, which suggests how both the pamphlet and the bill of sale were imbricated in

each other as evidentiary documents. Moreover, this fantastic narrative of Heth’s

life, most likely written and invented by Barnum and his associates, engaged in

numerous imaginative embellishments. These ‘‘facts’’ not only included the

declaration that Heth’s supposed racial origin was the island of Madagascar but

also, in a perplexing textual move that appears orchestrated to appease north-eastern

abolitionists, that proceeds collected from the exhibits would greatly aid in

manumitting her five great grandchildren, her last living descendants (Anonymous

1835f, 9).
These two narrative ploys, and their mediation between exaggerations of truth

and outright fabulation, complicate my own necessary reliance on them in the scant

historical record documenting Heth’s performances. Put differently, how do you

utilize archival materials that were themselves engaged in role play, or documents

that purposely sought to masquerade as semblances of truth while, simultaneously,

obscuring their own facts? My approach to these questionable forms of evidence is

not outright dismissal, but rather a more ambiguous (and counter-intuitive)

analytical frame that engages with the very processes of concealment and myth-

making inherent in these sources in order to reconstruct the scenes of these

performances. I am advocating, then, an atypical methodological orientation similar

to what Tavia N’yongo calls a ‘‘genealogy of performance’’ that, in lieu of traditional

practices of history, seeks to ‘‘examine such anomalies for the historical truths that

become visible in the negative space around them, training our attention precisely

upon that which an empiricist gaze will overlook’’ (Nyong’o 2009, 35). The illusions

of veracity these documents seek to sustain, then, propels us further (rather than

retarding our progress) into the multiple ideological motives governing these

performances.
Specifically, Heth’s life narrative and the bill of sale were fraudulent substitutions

that acted as replacements for the missing ‘‘truth’’ and ‘‘evidence’’ of Heth’s

fabricated ancientness and explicit ties to America’s founding father. As sole forms

of written evidence, these carefully designed texts were especially important: they
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were explicitly fashioned primarily to pre-empt accusations from skeptical spectators

that they, as historical documents, were fake and that, concomitantly, these mobile

staged events were humbugs. And if these wily props engaged in discursive role

playing before heterogeneous audiences who studied them for clues as much as they

did Heth’s corporeality itself, they also were conduits that enabled the interpretative

pleasure these same spectators experienced as they listened to and viewed Heth.

These textual impersonations engaged in acts of what Joseph Roach calls

‘‘surrogation,’’ though the authenticity and personal histories they sought to

performatively ‘‘embody and replace’’ were seemingly nonexistent (Roach 1996,

2, 3). Thus, while these documents were wielded to buttress the disparate parts of

these dramaturgical events, their ontology was essentially unstable: they, like the

alter ego and sobriquet ‘‘Joice Heth, George Washington’s nursemaid,’’ were

ultimately myths, whose relationship to historical truths, was as playful as it was

performative.
Yet, what was perhaps most striking about Heth’s performances was that the

physical barrier between audiences and Heth – the putative ‘‘freak’’ – was absent,

even though Heth was still perceived as a fantastical ‘‘other.’’ The usual boundary of

a rope or raised platform between spectators and performers, one of ‘‘the freak

show’s hyperbolic conventions of display,’’ solidified the sense that the physical

bodies of these actors were not only foreign or medically malformed, but also that

this ‘‘otherness’’ was dangerous, if not contagious (Thomson 1996, 5). Audiences for

Heth, in a striking contrast, were able to closely observe her in extreme proximity to

her reclining body and engage in minutely examining her facial features and other

physical attributes. These same spectators were able to go even further, examining

her pulse, touching her wrinkles, or even shaking hands with her. While this latter

gesture, in particular, has been interpreted as ‘‘a tacit acknowledgement of at least

social equivalence between the participants,’’ I would argue that the multiple

impressions recorded by P.T. Barnum and others would suggest the opposite: in spite

of her bond to George Washington, Heth’s seemingly grotesque physicality occluded

complete audience identification with her (Reiss 2001, 69). For instance, in an

account published under a nom de plume, Barnum described Heth as a ‘‘remarkably

old looking animal’’ with a body ‘‘so wrinkled and shriveled and drawn up by

disease’’ (Barnum 1841). Likewise, a medical journal remarked that that ‘‘poor

Joice’’ was a ‘‘smoke-dried wench’’ who would have ‘‘gradually dried up into a

mummy,’’ if not for Barnum’s discovery of her (Dixon 1850, 58). Affective responses

such as these, even when purposely crude and exaggerated, suggest that even with the

absence of a barrier, Heth’s disabled, gnarled body itself acted as the imperceptible

demarcation between herself and nineteenth-century spectators.
Thus, we should be mindful of the implied brutal objectification of Heth that

occurred at the scene of these performances, a by-product of the spectactularity

encouraged by freak-show conventions, while also considering the ways Heth may

have countered it. Heth’s blindness and paralysed left side strongly limited her ability

to perceive her audiences with the same freedom in which they apprehended her,

particularly their ability to touch her on a daily, and hourly basis.9 Her ontology as a

spectacular embodied object, moreover, was one enforced repeatedly by those same
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hands that sought to reduce Heth to the ‘‘natural’’ facticity of her body by treating

her wrinkled skin and partially paralysed appendages as material for tactile

examination. Yet, by also interpreting Heth as a cultural actor who (as I discuss

momentarily) may have actively rehearsed her role playing in these exhibits,

Heth’s ‘‘doings’’ of her body possibly could have included transforming herself

into an object of perception. For instance, while not able-bodied, Heth’s

stillness could, in a counter-intuitive move, be considered as a form of movement

or as a conscious ‘‘enacting [of] ‘‘motionlessness’’ (Young 2010, 44). Objecthood,

then, is suggestive of Heth’s ambiguous ontology as a subject and object

simultaneously in the midst of her performances, or rather as a cultural actor

performing as an object of perception. Heth’s objecthood, to be clear, was

undoubtedly not completely an act of agency and the boundaries between her free

will and force will remain indistinct. Nevertheless, the transmogrification of Heth’s

elderly personage into a layered representational canvas, by herself and others, was a

mode of performance.
Despite Heth’s supposed monstrosity, her affiliation with a prestigious national

past – by way of her ostensible child-rearing of deceased president

George Washington – is perhaps what most prompted audiences to witness her

performances and touch her incredibly aged body. These spectators, in other words,

believed they were ‘‘touching history.’’ I utilize this idiom to signal the continuous

rendering of the historical past in these performances as anthropomorphic and

heavily experiential, rather than as an immaterial fact. Heth’s embodiment of

historical change, seemingly held in suspension in the surfaces of her heavily

corrugated skin and gnarled limbs, is what multifarious audiences came to witness;

specifically, they came to experience a version of American history through

Heth’s fabricated recollections and the vector of her decayed and formerly

maternal bodily form, a process of spectatorship contained inside the term

‘‘mammy–memory.’’
Yet, as the phrase ‘‘mammy–memory’’ is meant to suggest, if national memory

was repeatedly invoked in these staged scenes, so too was a more subterraneous

affective sensation that went unremarked but lurked there nonetheless: a strange

dependence on, and perhaps even nostalgic longing for, a black wet-nurse figure. In

that sense, Heth’s performances evinced an unsettling paradox. On the one hand,

white middle-class spectators’ collective clamor to touch, hear, and see ‘‘Joice Heth,

George Washington’s nursemaid’’ partly rested on their own possible memories of

black wet-nursing, a social practice that was predicated on white infants’ vulner-

ability and dependence on their black maternal caretaker’s for survival.10 Yet, on the

other hand, these same audiences celebrated a putatively ‘‘pure’’ myth of America’s

founding through Heth’s prostrate and vulnerable body, and thus seemed

unperturbed that this partaking in national memory depended on the possible

forceful servitude of a black female slave. Disturbingly, then, the idea of an

uncontaminated national legacy – that circus impresario P.T. Barnum harnessed

through his meticulous design of these performances and that audiences sought to

glorify – downplayed Heth’s ambiguous ontological status. Heth, after all, was not

simply a peculiar being (if not animated machine) who far outlived her previous
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owners. Rather, she was also a deteriorating living commodity – in short, a chattel

slave – purchased and ostensibly owned by Barnum. Daphne Brook’s aforemen-

tioned trope of ‘‘black female performance work done under duress’’ is again useful

here to belabor (pun intended) the elaborate affective and metaphorical labor
executed by Heth’s physical body and fraudulent persona (Brooks 2006, 156).

Remarkably, Heth was a cultural subject elastic enough to accommodate jubilant

narratives of an American past, the ambiguous workings of mammy–memory, and

the sinister conventions of freak-show dramaturgy.
Finally, Heth’s relationship to the ostensible ‘‘pure past’’ she was manipulated to

represent, iterate, and stabilize was ultimately a prosthetic one (Brody 1998, 73).

Similar to the artificial textual documents framing her exhibit, Heth herself was

understood not only to performatively stand-in for a foundational myth of the

nation, but also to naturalize and stabilize it. Yet, Heth’s tethered linkages to these

fictions were themselves carefully scripted. P.T. Barnum’s assistant Levi Lyman,
revealed in a series of newspaper articles after Heth’s death, among other things, that

her ‘‘anonymous exhibitors . . . rehearsed her in the famous ‘peach tree’ and other

anecdotes’’ and that ‘‘once in the metropolis, Joice was additionally coached in

religion and hymn-singing’’ (Saxon 1989, 72).11 While Lyman’s statements are closer

to archival rumor than they are to objective truths, primarily due to their probable
confessional-like staging for publicity purposes, I contend that they should not be

discounted. On the contrary, in a series of performances where ruses were ubiquitous

and truth was seemingly on the run, Lyman’s statements suggest the elastic

performative capabilities of cultural memory itself in Heth’s staged events. Despite

efforts to utilize Heth to stabilize the national project, what surfaces ultimately is the
opposite: the almost irreverent mimesis and choreography of American memory that

was actualized by Heth and tautly linked to her decrepit physicality.
These elastic manipulations of the truth continue in the next section where I

switch gears to focus on an instance of Heth’s resistance as a means to begin thinking

through Heth’s possible agency in these performances. If Heth remarkably staged
versions of mammy–memory through the vector of her decrepit and formerly

maternal body for awed audiences, the question of her own control and self-

possession in these exhaustive performances of a fraudulent ancient negress are of

paramount concern.

‘‘Dey make me say dat all de time: Joice Heth’s sonic of dissent

The quandary of choice vis-à-vis coercion is the interpretative dilemma that animates
and haunts Joice Heth’s performances. Equally important is the question of consent,

or to be more specific: what would have Joice Heth’s consent meant in the context of

chattel slavery? Yet, in attempting to answer this question, further complications

arise. How, for instance, do we ascertain what counts as evidence of Joice Heth’s

agency in her performances, or conversely, of P.T. Barnum’s regimented and perhaps
violent discipline? While these larger themes of agency, forced performance, and

consent have been interpreted in the scholarship on freak shows, and the literature
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on Joice Heth specifically, what is absent from these discourses is an explicit focus

on voice.12

Joice Heth’s voice, I argue, is indispensable to any discussion of the specific

mechanics of her performance. Despite the inability to witness the live events of these

performances, since they have already passed into memory (or rather, historical

document), we can analyze the voice of Joice Heth that haunts these stagings and the

documents describing it. Thus, while Heth’s voice is mediated through temporal

distance, as well as the commentary of often-racist spectators, the embodied

knowledge that was encoded in her voice is a challenge to what counts as testimony

in these discussions. I focus on voice, part and parcel of the ‘‘the so-called ephemeral

repertoire of embodied practice/knowledge,’’ in the discussion that follows as an

alternative framework to more traditional, i.e. textual, archival sources (Taylor

2003, 19).13 A turn towards vocality enables a shift away from simply evaluating the

veracity of sources and, instead, points towards new terrain focused on what was

communicated by Heth’s voice to nineteenth-century spectators as well as what is

transmitted through this same voice echoing across centuries to us, as contemporary

readers. In order to do so, however, I must first look towards the cultural actors –

including P.T. Barnum as well as more unusual suspects – who actively sought to

have Heth’s voice put under control.
In his published (and disturbing) reminiscences of Joice Heth and P.T. Barnum,

medical doctor Dr Edward H. Dixon made plain the stakes of rendering Heth an

obedient subject. He noted that Heth was ‘‘usually remarkably tractable,’’ receiving

her religious training from a lawyer who was ‘‘perfectly cognizant of the power of

whiskey and tobacco in producing compliance with the wishes of a legal adviser’’

(Dixon 1850, 58). Dixon’s remarks not only openly suggested that alcohol and

tobacco products were manipulated as dulling effects to forcibly produce Heth’s

docile performing body, but also that the mechanics of control apropos feeble Heth

were dangerously close to torture, evinced in the phrase ‘‘remarkably tractable.’’

Dixon delved further, remarking that Heth ‘‘always uttered her pious exclamations,

in an ejaculatory manner, repeating a few short phrases, always the same . . . unless

the words whiskey and tobacco fell upon her ear, when she would generally give an

expressive grunt of assent’’ (ibid.). Both quotations came close to rendering elderly

Heth in animalistic terms, while the latter portrayed her as both a consummate

actress and an elderly drunk. Dixon’s narrative seems designed not only to imply

Heth’s various addictions, but also to suggest her willingness to perform in order to

procure them. In doing so, his descriptions dangerously de-emphasized Heth’s

possible torture in favor of highlighting the spectacle of her inebriated performances.

The difficulty in ‘‘rethinking the relation of performance and agency’’ is therefore

compounded by Dixon’s emphasis on the ‘‘spectacle of black contentment’’ at the

expense of the question of possible force in these performances (Hartman 1997, 56).

Heth’s obedience, in Dixon’s account, is rendered by gastronomical rewards and,

with the absence of deliberate coercion or violence, seems to grant Heth a measure of

free will.
Something was amiss, though, the day a particular spectator went to view Joice

Heth’s exhibit. The thoughts of Dixon’s colleague, recorded in the article, suggest
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that on this particular day, Heth’s atypical sobriety caused a momentary deviation
from the well-rehearsed order of events.

One day, however, a Yankee friend, who was cognizant of the whole scheme, observing
her with a little less steam on than was desirable to keep her in training, asked her in
presence of her keeper, if she remembered Massa George, meaning her alleged
industrious owner. A ray of anger shot from the old woman’s hitherto closed eyes, as
she replied. ‘‘No! debil take ‘em all; don’t know notin bout him! Dey make me say dat
all de time: gimme drink!’’ The ladies stared, and Joice speedily got her drink, with a
soothing reproof for her impiety. (Dixon 1850, 59)

Heth’s abrupt outburst temporarily disrupted the assumption, on the part of the
audience as well as her proprietors, that fragile Heth was a docile animal ‘‘in
training.’’ Quite the contrary, Heth’s shocking exclamation that she did not know
George Washington threatened to expose the whole exhibit as a sham, while her

utterance ‘‘dey make me say that all de time’’ confessed to audiences her role as a
performer under duress. The danger of both of these admissions was implied by the
dual efforts of Heth’s managers to ‘‘speedily’’ provide her with a beverage
(presumably to prevent further disruption) and to recast Heth’s sudden eruption

of furious blasphemy as an unusual off-script moment from a temperamental
performer.

Yet, in spite of this attempted reframing, Joice Heth’s outrageous and insurgent
voice temporarily unhinged the taut mechanisms of control that sought to forcibly

position her as a submissive black body on display. If Heth’s defiant ‘‘dey make me

say dat all the time’’ was a confession to her audience that she was being forced to

her perform against her will, her demand ‘‘gimme drink!’’ was a signal to her

ostensible owners of her refusal to comply, if she did not get what she desired. Far

from the lunatic ravings of a wizened drunk, Heth subversively utilized her voice to

gain agency, simultaneously, confessing and contesting the mechanisms of control

pushing her to perform. Despite the double-mediation of Heth’s voice through Dr

Edward Dixon’s ‘‘Yankee friend,’’ as well as Dixon himself, the strains of Heth’s

voice shrieking ‘‘No!’’ escaped the boundaries of either’s narrative and viewing

control. The very sound of Heth’s voice resisting, or what I am terming a ‘‘sonic of

dissent,’’ produced a form of embodied knowledge that momentarily troubled the

slick schematics of the exhibit itself and its distinct circuits of spectatorship and

performance. If the financial livelihood of Heth’s exhibit doubly depended on her

acquiescence to the whims of her owners, as well as the molding of her deteriorating

corpse-like physicality into bodily evidence of freakishness and extreme old age, her

resistant voice temporarily disrupted those norms.
The trope ‘‘sonic of dissent,’’ therefore, recognizes the disruptive capabilities

embedded in Joice Heth’s resistant speech and the discourses transmitted through
those utterances. Similar to the sound, or the ‘‘phonography,’’ of the screams of
Frederick Douglass’s Aunt Hester and the ‘‘freedom drive’’ those shrieks animated,

Heth loudly articulated her subjectivity in the midst of her carefully orchestrated
performances and her compelled role-playing as the embodiment of an ultimately
fabricated narrative (Moten 2003, 20–1, 7). Thus, the multivocality of Heth’s
resistant speech communicated several different things at once: her ontological status
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as a forced performer, her awareness of the dramaturgical enterprise she was

compelled to participate in, and the limits of her complaisance.
My purposeful and atypical focus on voice is in contrast to the more prevalent

framing of Joice Heth’s resistance by what is stated in P.T. Barnum’s fraudulent

narratives. In his autobiographies, several of them published under various thinly

veiled avatars, P.T. Barnum consistently manipulated – and sometimes completely

changed – the status of his role in the exhibits, wielding truth itself as a tricky

narrative device used to complicate the text, rather than simplify it. Unsurprisingly,

then, his descriptions of Joice Heth’s repeated refusals to cooperate were often

hyperbolic, playful, and contradictory. For instance, the aforementioned story

planted in the New York Herald by Barnum associate Levi Lyman, the September

following Heth’s death, claimed that her ‘‘anonymous exhibitors’’ extracted all her

teeth (Saxon 1989, 72). Yet, the narrator in one of Barnum’s fictionalized

autobiographies declared that he ‘‘made her look a great older’’ by extracting her

teeth, which ‘‘caused her checks to sink in’’ (Barnum 1841). Moreover, in yet another

fictionalized account, the narrator went even further: he claimed that ‘‘the old

woman, whose name was Judy Heath . . . bestowed upon me the compliment of a

black eye, by a blow of her crutch’’ when he, ‘‘Petite Bunkum, the Showman,’’

refused to give her ‘‘another half pint’’ of liquor, presumably rum (Bunkum 1855, 24,

26). Thus, the more exaggerated Barnum’s literary alter egos become, the closer we

seem to get to the ostensible truth of his role in these exhibits, though these putative

confessions are themselves performative. Hence, uncovering the facts surrounding

Heth’s subjection becomes increasingly complicated, if not impossible. Cultural

historian Benjamin Reiss argues that, despite these narrative ploys, we should not

dismiss the dubious writing of Barnum, since ‘‘this is actually the writing of the man

who exhibited Heth’’ and in that regard ‘‘cuts as close to the heart of the story as any

documentation we have,’’ particularly the prototypical dynamic ‘‘of Heth resisting

and Barnum using whatever mechanism was close at hand to quash that resistance’’

(Reiss 2001, 177). The underlying scenario of torture and control, in other words,

may have been accurate even as Barnum aggressively worked to complicate that

truth with layers of the fictitious and spectacular. Yet, while I certainly agree with

Reiss’s analysis, the focus on accuracy and truth still keeps the focus on P.T.

Barnum’s texts. After all, the publication of so many biographies under real and

fictitious names implies that this was Barnum’s explicit goal: the focus on his versions

and manipulations of the truth and the privileging of his voice, at the clear expense

(and erasure) of Heth’s.
On the contrary, I conceive of Joice Heth’s embodied resistant voice as a gauge

that cut across this demarcation of veracity vis-à-vis fabulation, and instead, asserted

its own authority; she testified on her own behalf of the stakes of her role in these

performances. Heth’s defiant cries, in that regard, voiced ‘‘counter-memories’’ that

told of the ‘‘disparities between history’’ as it was written, told, and shared and

‘‘memory as it is publicly enacted by the bodies that bear its consequences’’ (Roach

1996, 26). Therefore, while Barnum tried to manipulate the memory of the exhibit

through the textual, by literally rewriting history, Joice Heth’s ‘‘No!’’ staged a

profound disturbance to not only how that history was told, but also ultimately how
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it would be remembered. Heth’s voice, and the memories and experiences of coercion
encoded within it, served to reconfigure the historical narrative of Joice Heth’s body
on display.

Yet, as a spectator myself for Heth’s exhibits, I am cognizant that my analysis
does not erase or easily answer the complicated and perhaps unanswerable questions
her performances invoke. I am not naive enough, for instance, to assume my
admittedly biased desire to locate instances of Heth’s resistance, may see and hear
resistance where there is in fact none at all. I am aware, moreover, of the
‘‘precariousness of empathy and the uncertain line between witness and spectator’’
(Hartman 1997, 4). Questions still persist. Are there ways to be an empathetic witness
to Heth’s performances, even if we ourselves will always be removed from them, by
time as well as the multiple voices of others? Is it important to keep retelling these
scenes of potential violence inflicted on Heth or is her story, like the title character in
novelist Toni Morrison’s Beloved, one not to pass on? Most importantly, how do we
and can we tell this narrative when to do so, is to confront the impossibility of truly
doing so, because Heth’s voice and body are ultimately and irrevocably lost?14 While
African-American slave narratives left behind palimpsestic evidence of a written
black voice, no such evidence exists of Heth’s written voice. Likewise, her body itself
has also mysteriously vanished, no trace of it in Bethel, Connecticut, where she was
supposedly buried (Saxon 1989, 73–4). This dual disappearance of voice and body
echoes a crucial tenet in performance studies that performance is what ultimately
disappears, a tenet that has been granted an ontological status.15

I focus on Heth’s voice in this article, in other words, to also limn the limits of my
own role in knowledge-production, particularly how close I can get to discerning the
outlines of Heth’s agency in a series of performances that seem predicated on forms
of brute force, if I must rely on other’s testimonies in order to do so. Nevertheless,
despite her double erasure ‘‘once through slavery and once through imposture,’’
Heth’s sonic rebuttal surfaces as an important and vital remain (Reiss 2001, 5). Her
voice echoes in the archive and is ultimately demonstrative of how embodied
memory far outlives the mortal participants in the staging of history.

Conclusion: Hauntings

We were observers watching a show. We were watching history happen around us.
– Octavia Butler, Kindred

Joice Heth’s duplicitous performances, and her ever-elusive ghost, are spectral
traces lurking in the shadows of American history. Who Heth really was outside of
her historical alter ego, as well as the exact details of her performances on and off
stage, will continue to remain a mystery. After all, as argued above, the circuitous
narrative routes present in P.T. Barnum’s fraudulent autobiographies, and the
newspaper stories planted by his associate Levi Lyman, seem driven by a desire to
obscure those very details from view. Heth’s bodily rendering of national memory,
therefore, requires an interpretative lens that is not simply fact based, but
speculative, attuned to what is (and is not) in the historical record while also
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imagining the mechanisms by which Heth embodied and performed as a type of
‘‘mythic being’’ (Piper 1996).16

Yet, in a performance studies framework, this very lack of lucidity (apropos the
facts of Heth’s performances) is a quality that can also be conceptualized as a
strategy of black performance itself. Daphne Brooks’ trope ‘‘spectacular opacity’’
delimits how black social actors ascribed opaqueness to their very bodies via
performance, rendering the surfaces of their physicality multiple and unreadable
(Brooks 2006, 8). Opacity, in other words, was a powerful technique in which black
subjects utilized props, ‘‘gestural cues,’’ and other dramatic tools to perform ‘‘their
bodies differently in public spaces,’’ while specifically enabling the ‘‘reconfiguration
of black and female bodies on display’’ (ibid.). Similarly, Heth’s recurring role play –
and the scripted props and narrative forgeries attached to it – transformed and
expanded the cultural meanings attached to her time-worn corporeality. She was at
once, a freak-show display, a specimen worthy of examination, and a maternal icon
of a national past faded into memory.

While Joice Heth has long faded from view, her avatars – fantastically aged black
women whose bodies are recorders of the history they have lived – continue to
intermittently appear in the present.17 The continuation, then, of the curious
phenomenon of the ‘‘ancient negress’’ may suggest that the unspoken desire for an
experiential understanding of history, rather than a strictly teleological one, is still
thriving. Analogous to the narrator Dana in the late Octavia Butler’s science-fiction
opus Kindred, who determines that reading about slavery does not adequately
prepare her for experiencing it when she is repeatedly thrown back in time, I contend
that Joice Heth’s performances were indicative of a collective fervor for witnessing
history through the vector of Heth’s decrepit body, which was understood as vastly
different than prototypical textual renderings of past events (Butler 1979). As a
technology, Heth’s physicality acted as an embodied portal – for audiences – to
travel backwards to mythic narratives of American identity that could no longer be
experienced. The recurring reappearance of elderly black women as historical relics
hints that the longings for (and pleasures of) a performative relationship to history
are not extinct, but rather dormant, their ‘‘infectious rhythm’’ capable of
contagiously transmitting to new audiences (Browning 1998). Only time will tell.
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Art of Black Performance. This study traces fugitive embodiments – performed and literary
alter egos – in nineteenth-century corporeal performances and twentieth-century black
contemporary art.

Notes

1. For more on urban culture in 1830’s New York City, see Karen Halttunen (1982).
2. For more on Heth’s engagement at Niblo’s, see Matthew Goodman 2008, 120–5.
3. This, by no means exhaustive, body of work includes the scholarship of Jennifer Brody,

Jayna Brown, Daphne Brooks, Nicole Fleetwood, Monica L. Miller, Tavia Nyong’o, E.
Patrick Johnson, and Harvey Young.

4. William Henry Johnson, for instance, was an African-American man who had
microcephalia, a medical disorder, which gave him an unusually small head. He was
exhibited as part of P.T. Barnum’s ‘‘What Is It?’’ exhibition. For more on him, see Robert
Bogdan 1988, 134–42. For more on Johnson and microcephalia, see Harriet A.
Washington 2006, 89–90. Henry Moss was an African-American man afflicted with the
skin disorder, vitiligo – which caused his skin to turn ‘‘white’’ – who self-exhibited himself
in Philadelphia in 1796. For more on Moss, see Harriet A. Washington 2006, 80–1, 88.

5. In my larger manuscript, I interpret Heth’s performances alongside two other peculiar
stagings of elderly black women in the nineteenth century, post-Heth, who were enacting
versions of mammy–memory, on and off stage. Ironically, the sobriquet of one of these
cultural figures – Joice Heth’s Grandmother – not only referenced Heth, but also
suggested an even more hyperbolic time span that this cultural actor supposedly
embodied.

6. The range of people who were exhibited, or self-exhibited themselves, as ‘‘freaks’’ in the
nineteenth century is staggering, and too exhaustive to include here. While these types of
freaks were often either a) racial minorities and exotic non-Western subjects or b)
physically and/or developmentally challenged, some straddled both categories, such as
conjoined African-American twins Millie–Christine or Afong Moy, a Chinese woman
with extremely small feet exhibited the same time as Heth. David A. Gerber (1996, 48),
furthermore, notes how a significant number of microcephalics were African-American or
non-Western, which he argues suggests the imbrication of racism and colonialism with the
already ‘‘vastly unequal power relations’’ inherent in these shows. For a brief mention of
Moy, see Benjamin Reiss 2001, 95. For more on Circassian women, see Robert Bogdan
1988, 237–40.

7. While, for purposes of article length, I do not discuss how Heth’s performances utilized
the fourth category of freak-show narrative devices – visual technologies – I do analyze
this at length in the larger manuscript, particularly a crude woodcut of Heth
commissioned by P.T. Barnum that was reprinted in newspaper advertisements as
forms of publicity.

8. The specific order of events, P.T. Barnum biographer A.H. Saxon notes, were as follows:
‘‘[The show] usually began with the reciting of her history and the reading of the bill of
sale, followed by questions put to her by Barnum and managers.’’ He adds, ‘‘Spectators
were then given the opportunity to question Joice and her managers, and the former also
regaled her auditors with several of her choice hymns.’’ See Saxon 1989, 74.

9. Heth’s exhibits, originally scheduled to run from 8 a.m.–10 p.m., were reduced (due to
Heth’s fatigue) to 9 a.m.–1 p.m. and 6–10 p.m., six days a week. See Reiss 2001, 38.
Regarding Heth’s bodily ailments, in another account published under an alias, Barnum
detailed Heth’s other corporeal deficiencies, such as the inability to straighten her ‘‘lower
limbs’’ or move ‘‘her left arm [that] lay across her breast,’’ both presumably the product
of a stroke. See Barnum 1872, 74.

10. I thank and acknowledge one of the anonymous board member’s for their reader
comments in pushing me to think more about this.
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11. Levi Lyman’s job, ‘‘whose job was to introduce Heth and answer spectator’s questions,’’
revealed this information in a series of four newspaper articles. See Saxon 1989, 72.

12. These would include interiority and consent theory, as well as the moral question of the
freak show itself. For an extended discussion of these questions of free will versus
coercion in freak-show performances, see Gerber 1996, 38–55.

13. I am concerned here with the methodological challenge this focus poses, or what Diana
Taylor asks explicitly in the form of a question: ‘‘If, however, we were to reorient the ways
social memory and cultural identity in the Americas has traditionally been studied, with
the disciplinary emphasis on literary and historical documents, and look through the lens
of performed, embodied behaviors, what would we know that we do not know now?’’
Quoted in Taylor 2003, xviii.

14. Here, I am thinking of a similar discursive and historical challenge cultural historian
Saidiya Hartman faces in attempting to construct a narrative of a murdered slave woman
from little information: ‘‘I too am trying to save the girl, not from death or sickness or a
tyrant but from oblivion. Yet I am unsure if it is possible to salvage an existence from a
handful of words: the supposed murder of a Negro girl. Hers is a life impossible to
reconstruct, not even her name survived.’’ See Hartman 2007, 137.

15. See ‘‘The Ontology of Performance: Representation Without Reproduction’’ in Phelan
1996.

16. I am referencing here conceptualist artist Adrian Piper’s ‘‘The Mythic Being’’
performances, which occurred from 1973 to 1975 in New York and Cambridge,
Massachusetts. I discuss these performances at length in the larger manuscript. For more
on these performances, see Piper 1996.

17. There are numerous recent examples of this phenomenon, both fictional and real. For
instance, the main character in playwright August Wilson’s play Gem of the Ocean, the
first in his 10-play cycle of the African-American experience that ran on Broadway 2004
and 2005, is Aunt Esther, a former slave who claims to be 285 years old. Likewise, in
popular music, rapper Talib Kweli’s song ‘‘For Women’’ – a reinterpretation of Nina
Simone’s searing ‘‘Four Women’’ – transformed the character Aunt Sarah into a 107-
year-old black woman in Brooklyn who had ‘‘ lived from nigger to colored to negro to
black/To afro then African-American and right back to nigger.’’ Yet, the archetype of the
elderly black woman as the embodiment of history resurfaced most recently in the news
coverage of 106-year-old Georgia resident Ann Nixon Cooper voting for President
Barack Obama in the presidential election of 2008 and, concomitantly, Obama’s careful
mention of Cooper in his televised acceptance speech in Grant Park in Chicago the night
of 4 November 2008.
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